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Jb: FRE referrals in C.4.75-1996;3 9/12/78 lette? on i 9/24/78 

Pime required by the House hearings and a large number of reporters who made 
inquiries about these hearings precluded my making the kind of analysis a hasty 
glance at the covering letter and the PRI's statistic indicated would be required 
+o make any sense of the two. Long ago I learned that when the avoidanne of 
specificity is spparent in any PBI comuunication there may be a purpose in it and 
that for the FBI statistics is an answer to almost anything and a couevnient cover 
or obfuseation. Thus I noted the absence of reference in the opening paragraph to 
the time of “your request for a treae of 211 referrals" to witich we recelved no 
response until we were in the courtroom for the last calendar call end the extra- 
ordinary time lapses represented by the first entries on the FBI's chart, As one 
example of the latter I cite the fourth item in the chart, one of the earliest 

Serials in the Murkin file, 860. It wes not referred to the Cl until most of the 
large file was Srocessed or about six months after it was located by the PRI and 
it then required snother 15 months for the FSl to write me ~ after ny repeated 

complaints - that I would receive direct response from the Cid. This means, assuming 
that I have received the record, that it took slmost two additional years. : 

So I asked my wife to make me a different kind of tabuls}ion based on the 

P5l's table, to tabulate what the FBI aveided tabulating and what I was continually 
complaining to the FBI about, the time required by the referrals. The results are 
attached. 

Briefly, they skow that prior to 6/: or long after the Department was again 
making reference in court to ending the case bamed on alleged compliance, I had 
reeeived only 8:3 % of the referrals, that with a letter of that date I reocived 

ved an additional 23.1%. While these 
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Of the 108 referrals I had received 59. 

Throughout the period of processing 1 was asking about these referzals. The 
FSI persisted in refusing to even ask those to whom it referred records when they 
would be processed. While Z believed ani continue to believe that this was part of 

& general policy of stonewalling, the FSI's statistics disclose an additional reason= 
lonf FBI delay in making the referrais. The first itemized records originating out- 
side the Department show this. 41] three are in the earliest Sections a 4 
6 and 7. The time of processing them is approxinately September 1976. Yespite the 

worksheet notation that they had been referred to the Gia then in fact they were not 
referred until the following March 17. The first GIA response was not until the next 
gear. I receive’ these records June 8.1978. And this date coincides with the Cia's 
need to make some response because we then had it in court for its om King records 
in €.4.77~1997 in which it also was stonewalling and continues to stonewall. 

It is not by accident that the FBI avoids mention of the time I asked for infor- 
nation on the processing of the referrals in its 9/12/78 letter or can't state when it 
provided about ea third of the referrals that are provided. It has a policy of building 
confusion and indefinetness into all correspondence.



I iliustrate this with the most receive letter i have received from the FBI, 
its 9/16/78. 

Aside from stating that a print is enclosed this letter reads, in full, "Reference 
is made $o Freedon of Infornation Acts smmmet (POTAPA) request for Sxi0 color copy 
of the photograph of the Texas School Seok Depocitery as taken by Mr. Jemee Powell.” 

Why the tine of the aequest is uot stated is apparent to only those who have 
intimbte imowledge of the request. “4 would not be apparent to anyone elee vealing 
thi letter that uy actual request, accompanied by a ohsck, was about 1/1/63 or gore. | 

Tt would not be apparent that the request also included the relevant reports, 
still not provided. 

It also would not be appfsnt that the FBU led Fighey to assure Judge Gesell in 
Code77-2155 that it would comply prowptity with all two dozen leng-overdue JBX requests 

nine months prior to the 9/16/78 letter aad had not Gone so with regard to eny of the 
{% provided the Department with a list when I testificd to these long-over~ 

ests in 9/76 in Gets 75-1996.) 
it also would not be apparent to anyone in the Department reviewing 

of eorresponcenge that {t hed provided copies of this ons picture to. 
recent requests without complying with my much earlier request for it. 

@ print after I sent Quin Shea a covy of the most recent correspondence 
from a récent requester who had siready received the picture. 

f S end in ite compilations of stetisties the Fil accomplishes uach 
apo objective of stonewalling and with regard to me wasting uy 

preciuding work it dees not like. it wastes enersous anoumt of time and 
tareful if not inflated track so it can complaink about the 
FBI and the Department have alresdy wept this oh the Cougress 

dn further effort not te have to couply with the Act that 
records of ite owa flaws and transgressions, 
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